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Family of Swans, Stanley Bank Basin
This pair of swans have obviously had a very successful breeding
season, with five cygnets to show for it.
Fortunately their protected status means they won’t be on anyone’s
Christmas table!
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The Chairman’s Report—from Colin Greenall
Another year is almost over, the dark nights are with us and Christmas is on its way,
so now is the time to look back over the past year and reflect on what has been
happening on the Sankey Canal.
Let’s start with the bad news and the closure of Fiddlers Ferry Power Station. It was
announced in June that the power station would close for good on March 31st 2020
and that would mean no water supply to the canal between Bewsey Lock and Spike
Island. Warrington and Halton Councils are now investigating various options on
how to keep the southern end of the canal in water.
The good news is that all the milestones in the St.Helens Borough have now been
installed and we are now in contact with Warrington Council with regards to locating
the milestones in their area.
Flooding has been a problem in St.Helens (College Street). Dredging Rainford Brook
is to commence shortly— which should result in the end to the problem.
Our work parties have made a number of appearances along the canal with a well
organised outing with the Waterway Recovery Group taking place in February at
Bewsey Lock, plus the usual monthly meetings of our own volunteers, boosted by
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visits from other corporate groups.
The Sales and Promotions team have had another successful season visiting various
shows around the North West although sadly the loss of the Vintage Vehicle Rally
in Widnes through a waterlogged park was disappointing.
On to committee matters and I am pleased to announce that we now have a new
committee member in Cllr Richard McCauley, who joins us not as a St Helens
Council representative, but purely as a Society member. I know from speaking with
Richard that he is keen to help in any way possible to take the society forward. If
there are any other members out there who wish to get involved with committee
matters, then please get in touch.
Canal Cuttings have been a regular feature this year with four issues and a
complimentary copy of the new Sankey Canal Towpath Guide which I hope you
have all enjoyed reading. Having previously appealed for more articles for Canal
Cuttings from members, I am very pleased to report that new material has been
received ,and will feature in future issues— but more is required, so please keep
them coming. Whilst on the subject of publications: don’t forget you can still
purchase copies of our books (see separate page for details) they will make nice
stocking fillers at Christmas.
I would just like to remind all members that now is the time to renew your
membership and, if possible, to encourage others to join.
Now all that remains for me to do is to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy
and Prosperous New Year and to thank you all for your continued support.

Best wishes,
Colin Greenall

Follow SCARS on any of the social media platforms and
keep up-to-date on our activities and news. Find us on:
Sankey Canal Restoration Society

Twitter: Sankey Canal @scars567

Instagram: Sankey Canal Restoration: sankeycanal1757
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Events This Autumn
By Colin Greenall

The Scars Roadshow
September should have been the highlight of our events programme, but
unfortunately the weather had other ideas with torrential rain ruining what would
have been the climax to a very successful summer.
I would like to say “thank you” to everyone who has helped out during the summer
and I hope that next year we can enjoy more events and that the weather is kinder
to us.
PLEASE NOTE: We’ve been very grateful for the amount of bric-a-brac and books
which have been donated—but we presently have sufficient stock to start off next
season with—so please hang on to your donations until we mount another appeal
for fresh stock later next year.

Saturday 7th September: St.Helens Market Stall in St Mary’s Market:
This was just to see if it would be worthwhile doing it on a regular basis. Unfortunately the
general public don’t get round to this area of the market with the result being that we won’t
be doing it again
Saturday 14th September: Leigh Canal Festival:
Cynthia and I attended this event, along with Ian Hornby. The weather was warm and
sunny all day with hardly any breeze to flutter the flags. After a slow start, when only a few
of the stall holders came round to see what we had to sell, things began to pick up about
11.00am when the general public began to arrive. From then on sales were good and there
was lots of interest in what we are trying to do. There was also a mini fairground and boat
traders on the canal and “Kittiwake” doing boat trips plus lots of charity stall doing tombola
and various food & drinks outlets all in all a good mix. (Pictures overleaf)
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Above: SCARS’ stall at the
Leigh Canal Festival
Left: The boat-traders on
the canal at Leigh
Below: All the fun of the
fair at Leigh
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Saturday 21st September: IWA Chester & Merseyside Branch Restoration Showcase
This took place aboard the restored historic Manchester Ship Canal Steam Tug the Daniel
Adamson, moored in Albert Dock, Liverpool.
Cynthia and I had the luxury of staying on site for the weekend on NB ‘Falcon’, owned by
our former chairman David Long. David had kindly offered to bring his boat down to
Salthouse Dock in time for the event from its home moorings at Scarisbrick Marina; we
arrived Friday afternoon and settled in ready for the Saturday morning start.

Above, left: ‘Falcon’ in the
longer tunnel under Liverpool’s
Pier Head
Above, right: A worm’s-eye
view of the Liver Building and
the Cunard Building
Left: The Daniel Adamson, with
Liverpool Maritime Museum to
the right, and the Pumphouse
pub to the left

Right: ‘Falcon’ on the mooring in
the Salthouse Dock
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Networking on the
Daniel Adamason:
Left: CRT’s Julie
Sharman, IWA’s Jim
Forkin, and our Chair,
Colin Greenall
Below, left: CRT’s
Daniel Greenhalgh and
Jim Forkin
Below, right: Martin
Lugate, Jim Forkin and
Bernie Jones

On Saturday morning the sky was blue and the sun was shining, which brought out the
visitors. The SCARS display boards were set up and I spent the all morning chatting to
visitors and catching up with news from the other societies that were there. In the afternoon
I was joined by Ian Hornby who took over while I did a presentation down in the Lounge
bar - sadly to a very small audience.
A surprise visitor to the event was Martin Ludgate, Assistant Editor of “Canal Boat”
magazine and Editor of ” Navvies”, who had travelled up from his home down south to
come and interview all the groups present for articles in the two waterway publications.
Sunday was a different story. After thunder storms during the night, the rain continued during the morning, which kept the visitor numbers down. I was joined by Richard Corner who
had come to help out, and shortly after two representatives from Canal & Rivers Trust—
Daniel Greenhalgh, North West Regional Director and Julie Sharman Chief Operating
Officer for CRT—came and spent a lot of time networking with each society.
By early afternoon to it became obvious that the weather was not going to improve, so we
all packed up and bid farewell to a very interesting weekend on board the SS “Daniel
Adamson”.
Wednesday 25th September: Widnes Vintage Rally Cancelled!
Waterlogged ground in Victoria Park led to the cancellation. This was a great blow to our
finances, and a disappointment to our sales and promotions team who always look forward
to this event.
As a consequence of this event being lost we now have a glut of stock—hence the Notice at
the start of this Events feature.
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Waterways Restoration Showcase
Restoring the North’s
Abandoned Waterways
21st-22nd September 2019
The following article on the above event appeared in the magazine of the Chester &
Merseyside Branch of the Inland Waterways Association (IWA) and is reproduced here
with their kind permission.
The S.S .Daniel Adamson restored historic steam ship was offered to us as a showcase
venue to host waterways restoration projects from our Northwest Region; this extends
from Lancaster, Merseyside and Chester, to Shrewsbury, Newport and across the border
into North Wales. Several restoration Societies took up the offer and came along to set up
their wares aboard the promenade deck of the Daniel Adamson, which was moored in the
Albert dock complex on Liverpool’s waterfront right outside the Maritime Museum for
the event.
The Societies set up their stalls early on the Saturday morning ready for an 11.00am start
of proceedings. They were the Montgomery Canal, the Shrewsbury & Newport Canal,
Runcorn Locks Restoration, Lancaster Canal, River Weaver and the Sankey Canal. Each
of these societies brought display boards for the public to look at and volunteer staff were
there to chat with them and answer questions. Our own IWA Chester & Merseyside stand
was also present on the promenade deck and there was a welcoming IWA branded gazebo
on the dockside. The Daniel Adamson had their own stall setting out information and
articles for sale. The general public were also invited to take a look around the restored
ship, including their opulent art deco lounge which hosted presentations from some of the
societies present.
Saturday morning arrived bright clear & sunny and we were soon getting the public on
board to look around the ship and ask questions about the various canal restoration projects. By the end of the day near 500 people had been on board and everyone seemed very
pleased.
Unfortunately Sundays’ weather was not kind (it rained most of the day) so only managed
about 100 members of the public, but both Julie Sharman (Canal & River Trust CEO) and
Daniel Greenhalgh (CRT Director, Northwest) enjoyed a tour of the societies and the
Danny during the day.
Whilst static in the Albert Dock the Danny was also utilised as a wedding venue the
previous weekend, and this weekend’s event proved to the Danny’s management that the
ship can be used as a small exhibition centre on the promenade deck and we’re sure that it
will become a feature of their portfolio.
Usually the Danny can be found on the River Weaver where various cruises have been
very well supported throughout the summer with another full season is now being planned
for 2020.
Jim Forkin.
Chairman, IWA Chester & Merseyside Branch
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Report From Our Work Parties
By Colin Greenall
Our work parties have now resumed after a short break during the summer.
Tuesday 10th September: Bewsey Lock: We welcomed 5 volunteers from Vaultex UK
Ltd (Accountants), who spent a very enjoyable (their words) day clearing brambles, trees
and litter from around the lock overflow at Bewsey lock in Warrington. They must have
enjoyed themselves, because shortly after a cheque for £200 arrived, thanking us for a
wonderful day in the fresh air and would we accept this donation as a token of their
appreciation! The Before and After shots below of the overflow shows how much work
they got through—which we appreciate very much. Thank you.

15
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Sunday 6th October: Blackbrook: On a dull and damp Sunday morning our team
set to work at Blackbrook clearing brambles and overhanging trees from around the
entrance to Stanley Bank Basin. During their work the uncovered two concrete
marker posts with the letters GW on them.
From further investigation it appears that these two posts represent the line of a
gas main and the GW stands for ” Gas Works”, If anyone has further information
about this gas main, please drop us a line.

Left and below The Before and
After shots at
Blackbrook
with, inset, the
GW marker
stone.
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Sunday 20th October: Rotary Club Crocus Planting: 500 Crocus Bulbs were
planted around milestone “6 Mile to Ferry Lock”, as part of the “Purple4Polio”
campaign organised by the Rotary Club of Great Britain. The bulbs were supplied
to us by the Newton-le-Willows branch.
Below: The area around the milestone where 500 flowers will bloom next Spring

SCARS’ WORK PARTIES FOR 2020
Below are the locations where our Work Parties will be working
from January to May next year. They take place on the first Sunday
of each month. For further information please give John Hughes a
call on 01744 600656
January 5th:
Blackbrook
February 2nd:
Winwick Quay/ Hulme Lock
March 1st:
Winwick Quay/ Hulme Lock
April 5th:
To be announced
May 3rd:
Spike Island
15
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Sunday 3rd November: Blackbrook: Again it was back to the entrance to Stanley
Bank Basin for our volunteers to continue where they had left off in October. At
the entrance to Stanley basin there is a large tree which over the years has been
overhanging further across the canal. Some of its branches have broken off and
fallen into the water, causing litter to build up. The task was to remove them, thus
improving the flow of the canal, and improving the appearance of the area.
Well done to the five volunteers who turned out and achieved so much during this
session.
Left: Before—the
broken off branches
dangling from the tree
into the canal
Below: After—a
clearer view of the
canal, although it
looks as if this tree
may continue to
require attention in
the future

15
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SCARS PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE

‘Why did St.Helens Grow’: £8 (£10 inc p&p)

‘The Sankey Canal Story ‘: £4.50 (£6 inc p&p)
‘The Sankey Canal Towpath Guide”: £ 4.80
(£6.50 inc p&p)
Order from Colin Greenall:
16 Bleak Hill Road, Eccleston, St.Helens,
WA10 4RW

WANTED—More Volunteers
Our Work Parties are perhaps our most visible volunteering opportunity—but there are other
roles we need volunteers for. Maybe you could help out on our exhibition and sales stand
when we attend events around the area from late Spring to early Autumn; or perhaps you have
a personal skill, for instance in communications or the media, which you could put to use to
help promote the Sankey and our Society—even if it’s simply visiting the canal every now and
again, taking photographs, and putting them up on our social media sites, or carrying out
research into aspects of the canal’s history, or of its associated communities or industries.
But don’t let yourself be limited by my imagination….
To offer your services, choose a contact from page 2 of this magazine.
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News Round-Up Around the Boroughs
by Colin Greenall
HALTON

Spike Island Bridge: Preparation of the site is being hampered by the ongoing clearance
work of Merseylink who are at present making good the surrounding land beneath the Mersey Gateway Bridge by the canal
It now seems likely that actual work on building the swing bridge will not start till mid 2020
The new bridge which will have a carbon fibre reinforced deck and steel hand rails and have
a loading capacity of 16 tons will be the first of its kind on the canal network
The new bridge will be located on an angle like the original swing railway bridge, as in the
above picture from 2008. It will run from the abutment in the right-hand corner, across the
circular turn rails, towards the left hand corner of the bridge
Widnes Towpath Re-opening: Although there are reports that the towpath is now open
between Spike Island and Carter House Swing Bridge this is not official. Work is still in
progress on clearing the area around the canal and towpath and anyone using the towpath is
advised to do so with caution.

ST HELENS
Lancashire Wildlife Trust Grant: The Lancashire Wildlife Trust has received an offer of
grant support from Enovert Community Trust to undertake a project along the Sankey Valley
Corridor between Common Road and Red Brow Wood.
The offer is for £35,000—however this needed match funding of 10%, which St.Helens
Councils Planning Committee sanctioned with money from Section 106 funds.
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Last Milestone: A second Milestone “11 Mile to Ferry lock” was installed in late August.
This is on the Gerards Bridge Branch of the canal, and is the last of the milestones for the
St.Helens section. It is located just below the New Double Lock. (Below).

Drugs raid on Islands Brow Bridge Keeper’s Cottage:
At round 9.00pm on Sunday 30th September Police officers on routine patrol smelled
cannabis at Islands Brow. On closer investigation at the site of the bridge keeper’s cottage
and former garage workshop, the largest cannabis farm ever found on Merseyside was
discovered containing 2,885 plants which would have had an annual value of around £10m.
This site which in its past history had been a tannery and pottery during the days when the
canal was in use had been empty for a number of years until recently when a sign appeared
on the wall of the cottage (below) stating - “Car Wash , Coming Soon”
Two men have been arrested, both aged 24, they were charged with the production of
cannabis and remanded in custody ahead of their first appearance in court.
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Towpath work and flooding remediation: St.Helens MBC are now in the process of obtaining funding to upgrade the towpath/cycleway between College Street and Park Road.
This will also include money for the dredging of Rainford Brook and hopefully put an end to
the flooding which has become a regular occurrence in recent months.
(Below—College Street and, bottom, Merton Bank Road—Bridge Keeper’s cottage on left).

Graffiti issue:
On the 24th October it was reported that
Milestone 9 had been the target of the graffiti
gang. So far we have been lucky with regards to
this sort of attack.
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Cowley Hill Works— the Proposals: 1250 houses and commercial properties to be built on
the site of the former Pilkington Glass Cowley Hill Works.
Spanning 75 acres of residential land and 30 acres of open space, the Master plan will have
the ability to provide for up to 1,250 new homes and up to 4,850sqm of mixed use
commercial floor space.
BXB Cowley Hill Ltd will undertake the enabling, remedial, and engineering works on the
site once planning permission has been secured. Following this, BXB Cowley Hill Ltd will
then work in partnership with a house builder, who will build the residential units.
The images on this page showing the site at present are from BXB’s website:
http://cowleyhillworks.co.uk/cowley-hill-works-the-proposals/
As part of the scheme, 30 acres are set aside for landscaping with attenuation ponds and a
sustainable drainage system. As the Rainford Brook runs through this area on its way to join
the former section of the Sankey Canal beyond College Street., one wonders what
effect all these extra households will have on the drainage systems in the area...
Where the Rainford Brook runs alongside Washway Lan, and some imaginative design could
make this section of brook look like part of the canal, and provide the new residents with
somewhere to enjoy the value of being near water.
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WARRINGTON
Extending the Milestone Project: Contact has been made with Warrington BC, and they
are now looking at the suitability of the location sites and how they would be installed.
There will be seven milestones in the Warrington section, five stating “5, 4, 3, 2, 1Mile of
Ferry Lock” and two stating “3, 2. Miles to Widnes Lock”
Western Link Scheme: Work will shortly be commencing on survey work along the
proposed route of the new road which will impact on the Sankey Canal around Sankey
Bridges. These surveys will commence in November, and continueinto most of 2020 and
will be used to gather information to inform the design of the scheme .
Floods at Bewsey Lock: During October the water level in Sankey Brook rose to overflow
into the relief flood channel at Dallam (formerly the course of the canal)

This led to water flowing through Bewsey Lock, (below). If it were possible to make a
permanent reconnection of the water supply from the Brook at the point above, it would
feed the southern end of the canal all the way to Spike Island in Widnes, solving the
problem caused by the closure of Fiddlers Ferry Power Station.
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Local History Corner
1. Pocket Nook—Past and Present
The heavy rains of late September and early October have seen extensive flooding around the
country, including within the St. Helens Borough Boundary. College Street, Blackbrook and
Warrington Road are just three of the problem areas.
The map opposite shows a section of the Sankey Canal between Corporation Street (off the
lower margin) and the Burgy Banks. (These are not shown on the map but occupy the blank
space above the label “Rainford Brook“ and were created after the map was published ) One of
the canal’s main feeders, Rainford Brook, enters the map at the top left hand corner, passing
beneath College Street and the railway bridge before flowing parallel to the canal from left to
right. Just after the entrance to the New Double Locks the brook is culverted below the canal
then reappears on the surface, to continue its journey eastwards to Parr Mill Dam and its
confluence with Sankey Brook.
When the mill became
inoperative, and the dam was no
longer needed, its water supply
was similarly redundant and
Rainford Brook was diverted
into the course of the canal just
after its passage beneath College
Street. It is here that recent
flooding (left)has taken place,
interrupting transport and
damaging local businesses.
The problem is that the water
courses in their present state are
not capable of carrying off the excess amounts of water generated by the heavy rains. The
canal channel has been much reduced by siltation which in turn has allowed extensive reed
growth, thus reducing the speed of the water, causing it to back up.
A possible solution would be the regular dredging of the canal, removing the reed beds, lowering the bed of the canal and creating a larger cross section to the channel, thus allowing the
more rapid movement of water. This is however an expensive exercise and funding will need
to be found.
Elsewhere on the map there have been many changes other than to the course of the canal. The
once extensive railway goods warehouse and its multiple sidings in the lower left hand corner
have all gone, to be replaced by blocks of apartments. The glass bending works on Shaw Street
is a comparatively recent casualty , a unique part of the town’s heritage, now also gone.
Standish Street comes in from the left of the map, crosses over the railway lines and performs a
dog-leg turn across the canal via a timber swing bridge into Pocket Nook Street. Today the
roads join in a straight line and the canal crossing is a solid embankment. Waterloo Foundry
was replaced by Varley’s Foundry which was wound up in the 1980s and the site is now
occupied by multi-story sheltered accommodation. The railway crossing the canal alongside
the foundry has now gone, but the narrowed section has landscaping reflecting its former use.
Heading northwards, Union Plate Glass Works and Forsters Glassworks were situated on the
left bank of the canal, now replaced by St. Helens College Technical Campus. On the opposite
20
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bank was the site of the Union Chemical Works which later played host to an auxiliary gasworks, complete with gas holder. These have now gone and the land awaits redevelopment.
Further north the canal is crossed at a high level by the St. Helens to Lowton railway line
then a low level rail link to Merton Bank industries.
Up to this point the canal
shown has been restored by the
St.Helens Metropolitan
Borough Council. Beyond this
crossing, now a solid embankment with large gas pipes buried
inside, are the New Double
Locks, the site of SCARS first
efforts at restoration work.
From 1986 to 1992 SCARS
work parties removed many
tons of infill from the top lock
chamber (right) before the
Council cleared the lower
chamber (left) and replaced the lock
gates to create working locks once
more.
Sadly the locks have deteriorated,
being unused since their opening in
May 1992 (below), Nature has moved
back in and they now need further
attention. The lock-keeper’s house is
shown on the map, and was still
standing until the 1970s when it was
demolished, most of its materials
ending up in the lock chamber.
On the western bank lies the
extensive Globe chemical and
alkali works, which was to be
replaced by the large warehouses of Rockware Glass
until, eventually, its most
recent occupiers being the Oak
Furniture Company.
The one feature which
survives all the change is of
course the canal. It is hoped
that its persistence will be
recognised by the three
Boroughs through whose areas
it flows and be rewarded by
future restoration.
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2.

2. Understanding the Locals

They say that the English language is constantly changing as some words fall by the wayside
and others spring into existence, especially nowadays with texting and other electronic
wizardry.
What of the past? Are there words which you have not heard for a long time which take you
back to your earlier life? Let us know, and we will gladly publish them. In the meantime,
Committee Member John Hughes has come up with some fine examples to start you off.
Being born and bred in St Helens, John noticed that there seemed to be certain words and
expressions unique to the old glass town. Do our canalside friends in Warrington, ‘the
Wires’,or Widnes, the ‘Chemics’, use these, or do they have similar local words or sayings?
Let us have your feedback.
1. Ask for a split in the chippy
Chips and peas served together
2. Try to purchase a brush steel
Brush handle
3. Walking through a slutchy field.
Very wet and slippery mud
4. Eating a barm Joe.
Barm cake
5. Scutch on a rugby field.
To run very fast.
A couple of St Helens sayings:
Asking what’s for tea, to be told “Two jumps at door and a bite at latch”
On being asked where you had been the stock answer was “Up Ben’s hole and twice round
Wigan.”

The replica milestones recently installed along the canal use the local “ 7 Mile to Ferry Lock”,
rather than 7 Miles. The single surviving original milestone, dating back to the early 1800s
used this terminology, so this has been retained for the replicas. The dropping of the ‘s’ can
still be heard around the town today.
Readers will recall that this milestone was hit by a Council wagon in May and broken off.
St Helens Council have now replaced it (above). The observant will notice that it differs
slightly from the one it replaces—and others featured elsewhere in this issue. Can you spot the
difference?
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3. Sankey Valley War Memorials
Our Editor writes: Remembrance Sundays have always been an annual feature of my life in
parishes, but when I moved to Lower Ince, I found myself rescuing forgotten memorial plaques
from the church cellar, and reinstating them to a place of dignity in the church. That started me
on research into both the memorials, and those commemorated on them—and, twenty years
later, I am still researching. It led to my being asked earlier this year to become an official
Volunteer Researcher for the War Memorials Register being compiled by the Imperial War
Museum (https://www.iwm.org.uk/memorials). Basically, it means I look on the website to see
what War Memorials are recorded for the local area, and completing the record, as far as I am
able. I began by simply going round taking pictures of Memorials which are in the Register,
but which lack accompanying images. Sometimes what I find differs from the record, so I
make the necessary changes, or add missing information—usually the list of names. I soon
began to find, however, that not all the memorials in a place have been recorded, or have been
recorded on other websites, but not the IWM’s—and so I began to create fresh records from
scratch.
Below are some of the Memorials I have been involved with in the Earlestown area—where
the places they came from or are to be found are part of the background to the Sankey Canal.
The first (left) is from the Cottage Hospital
which, until the trees grew, used to be visible
from the canal around the Sugar Works. As
the hospital has now closed, there may be
questions over the future of both the building
and this fine memorial tablet over the main
entrance.
Another building which was very visible from
that same area of the towpath was the water
tower of the Vulcan engineering factory. The
two memorials below are both associated with
the Vulcan Works. The cast bronze plaque on the left is from the works itself. When they
closed in 2003 it was transferred to the Memorial Hospital—but when that also closed in 2016
local Borough Councillor Seve Gomez-Aspron, who is well known as a supporter of SCARS,
had it moved to the new Vulcan Bowling Club—so it is now back on the Vulcan site. The
framed Roll of Honour is from the pub in Vulcan Village.
Sadly almost illegible after years of nicotine staining, it
records the names of all who went to the Great War from
the Village, and
also lists those
who died. There
is also a Roll of
Honour similarly
recording those
who served, and
those who fell,
in WW2.
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The fourth memorial is to be found to the rear of the Viaduct Sports
and Social Club—built for the workers of the Viaduct Works of the
Midland-Scottish Railway, which dominated the landscape to the
north of Earlestown Viaduct. It commemorates the death of Captain
WKFC Warneford, the son of the Walter Warneford, the Managing
Director of the Works.
Captain Warneford was the captain of HM Airship NS11, which burst
into flames in a thunderstorm off the Norfolk coast on 15th July 1919.
All nine crew members perished.
Although the deaths happened well after the war ended, the men are
still recognized among those who fell in the war, because they died in
military service before the end of the qualifying period (August 4
1914 to August 31 1921). Sadly, I have found men who were discharged from the army as unfit after being injured, and who died within that period, but are not
counted because their Death Certificate did not link their death to their service.
Two queries: 1: I have seen a website which says that the bronze plaque was removed from this
memorial because of the vandalism which can be seen. Does anyone know where it may be?
2: Were there any War Memorials to men who went to war from Sankey Sugar Works?
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IWA Chester & Mersey Branch Programme of Meetings
2019-2020
All meetings are held at 7.45 pm on the second Tuesday of the month in the
Cafe,Ellesmere Port Boat Museum,CH65 4FW—with our fun raffle
Our sales and shop are available for Christmas Cards and Publications.
14 January 2020: Colin Greenall: The restoration of the Sankey Canal.
England’s first canal of the industrial era. This canal runs from the Mersey to St Helens.
Colin has been a prime mover in the continued campaign to progress its restoration. He
outlines its history, restoration progress and future plans.
11 February 2020: Liam Cooper: (Midlands Region, Canal and River Trust Boating and
Customer Service Manager, Red Bull Office) A Talk on the new C&RT—organisation ,
maintenance challenges, and future priorities in the area.
10 March 2020- Branch AGM
Followed by Derek Arnold, (local, Wirral-based expert on our naval and maritime history)
A talk on how the Royal Iris and Royal Daffodil got their names. These two much-loved
Mersey ferry boats have an heroic history.
April 2020: Ken Pye: (Managing Director of Discover Liverpool) A talk on
Liverpool’s maritime heritage; a fascinating selection of maritime facts and fantasies.
You will hear and be entertained by glorious stories of Sea Shanties; Maggie May and Liverpool’s ‘sailors’ comforters’; Lord Nelson’s Coffin and ‘the boy who stood on the burning
deck’; a Life on the Ocean Wave; the Scouser who announced the Armada; privateers and
the Carnatic and Mentor; and the Sea Monster and the Ghost Ship.
JIM MOLE

WANTED—Volunteers
Our Work Parties always achieve more than
you’d expect from the numbers involved—but
with more volunteers, we could do much more.
Why not join in? The work you put in depends
on you and what you feel capable of.
If you would like to get a little involved in an
informal day in the fresh air and do something
to clear up our local environment then contact
me on: 01744 600656 or email me at :
johnhughes11@virginmedia.com John Hughes
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The Sankey Canal Restoration Society
Registered Charity 702571

Gift Aid Declaration
Please help us to reclaim a further 25% by ticking the box below
I want to Gift Aid my subscription and/or donation of £_____ and any
donations I make in the future or have made in the past 4 years to the
Sankey Canal Restoration Society
I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital
Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax
year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.
Please notify SCARS: if you want to change this declaration;
change name or home address; no longer pay sufficient tax
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“CUTTINGS” REAR VIEW: Part 4
Our rear cover photographic feature comes courtesy of AirCam Services of St Helens, and
features the Sankey as seen from their drone-mounted cameras.

Although these two images are of the same structure—the dry dock at Winwick—the angle from which
the lower one was taken reveals one of the necessary features of a dry dock… how to get rid of the
water on which a barge floated into the dock. The answer is a very simple one here—no need to pump
the dock dry—simply lift the sluice at the far end, and the water will drain away through the ditch on
the edge of the field on the left, and be tipped into the Sankey Brook a little way to the West.

